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INTERNATIONAL FREIGHT FORWARDER

5 factors for success
Global
Coverage

Cost
Advantage

Specialised
Services

Flexibility

Relevant
Experience

Global coverage
By our partners we benefit from the support and
collaboration of over 200 correspondents from the whole
world. We are specialised in different segments
of freight transport, so we can come up with optimal
solutions for different requirements.

Flexibility
We can easily adjust to the freight transport requirements of our
customers. By flexibility in commercial relations, we organise
transports for companies from various fields of activity (textiles
and garment on coat hangers, commodities, electronics, HighTech, personal care products, household appliances, furniture,
mechanical products and spare parts).

Specialised Services
We are recognised today by a large part of garment manufacturers
from Romania as reliable partners in the organisation of transport of
textiles and garment on coat hangers. As we are passionate about
what we do, we always seek to consolidate such Specialised
Services also for other industries. Apart from the transport of
general goods and not only, we come to welcome our customers
with customs assistance and customs clearance services necessary
for the international (extracommunity) transport of goods.

Relevant Experience
In order to guarantee the satisfaction of our customers, the team
Ma.Ra Logistics Quality, with an experience of over 20 years,
permanently develops its resources, knowledge and
competences in the field of Transports and International
Forwarding.

Cost Advantage
With solid partnerships with vendors, carriers and other
providers of services, we can guarantee the competitiveness
of our fees.

Road Transport
Intracommunity
Less than truckload
Our main activity is the transport of goods in Less than
Truckload regime (LTL). We collect the goods by using the
Order Management System, which organises the transport of
goods with the same destination.
Full truckload
If you have to transport quantities or high volumes of goods,
we offer you assistance regarding the import-export
procedures, documentation, type of truck and necessary
equipment to guarantee the transit time and quality of the
service offered.
International or extracommunity
Apart from the classical procedures of intracommunity
transport, in the international freight transport these
procedures become more complex because the countries
to/from which the freight transport is organised are not part
of European Union.
Internal transport
We organise both loading for the export goods which will be
dispatched in less than truckload and the delivery to final
destination of merchandise in less than truckload arrived
from import.

Daily pick-ups and deliveries for
groupage and full loadings
Intra - Community Routes
Freight Forwarding

Extra-community Routes
Freight Forwarding

Sea Transport
Our network of correspondents at world level
allows that your goods is shipped to the final destination
regardless of the volume, quantity and transport version
chosen FCL or LCL.
The maritime transport is accomplished in the
following ways: container 20’ and 40′, standard universal,
vopen-top, high cube, flat rack, platforms, freezer-reefer, tank
containers.

LCL – Less than a Container Load
If you do not have sufficient merchandise to load a full container,
Ma.Ra Logistics Quality can collect and consolidate the goods of your
company with the goods of other companies in a single container, in
order to be shipped to the desired destination.
The quality of offered services and competitive costs are essential for
this type of transport.
FCL – Full Container Load
We can make available in the factory or at your supplier all the types of
containers and necessary documentation in order to transport the goods
in maximum safety conditions.
Multimodal
Our team can assist you in finding the best transport route, by
combining the maritime and air transport, so that you can benefit from
an efficient service regarding the cost and transit time.

Air Transport
Express service
When a delivery is urgent, Ma.Ra Logistics Quality
makes available the Airline Express Service, with little
transit time and direct flights to multiple destinations.
Standard & Direct
By partnerships signed, Ma.Ra Logistics Quality can
provide you with a stable and reliable service for the
transport of general goods, textiles, garment on coat
hangers, exotic goods and other types of customized
transport.
Multimodal
Our team can assist you in finding the best transport
route, by combining the maritime and air transport,
so that you can benefit from an efficient service
regarding the cost and transit time.

Customs Assistance and
Export Control
Customs Clearance

Export Control

Because Ma.Ra Logistics organises both intracommunity
and international transports, it makes available to its
customers customs assistance services for the customs
clearance processes of imported or exported merchandise
both by the road transport service and maritime transport
or naval transport service.
Thus, we assure you that the customs clearance is a
procedure without problems and efficient, by assuring that
your merchandise will have an optimal transit time up to
the final destination.
Also in the area of customs compliance, we assist our
clients with services such as:
Import-export procedures and verification of
document flows
Tariff and customs classification in individual countries
abroad
Calculation and attribution of non-preferential and
preferential origin (GSP)
Applying free trade agreements

Ma.Ra Logistics comes to exporters with a complex service which
guides them to identify and minimize export risks and optimize the
company’s compliance program. In order to move into the
complexity of global markets, it is necessary to comply with the
rules and rules on trade in products and services, but an effective
Export Control system is needed to verify in particular the
legitimacy of military product and technology exchanges and avoid
exporting dual-use products.
We can transform trade compliance issues into a distinct
commercial advantage over your competitors.
Minimizing the risk of non-compliance situations that could
disrupt business operations and limit your access to important
markets.
Our services and solutions focus on capacity building, enabling
our clients to enhance their compliance efforts and utilize
compliance as a business enabler, thereby creating a competitive
advantage over their (potential) competitors.

Warehousing and
Handling
We have storage space with fast access to the beltway of
Bucharest and Motorway A2, which facilitates fast access
to any area of the country. You will permanently know the
situation of your stocks through the goods management
system.

Warehousing services
Our warehouse is offering services like:
Loading and unloading services

Weighing of goods
Pick & Pack standard operations for pallets, boxes,
single piece, RTW - Ready to Wear, GOH - Garments
on Hanger
Palletizing services
Packaging and labeling services

Preparing orders for delivery
Outsourcing
∞ Warehousing Operations
∞ Customer Service
∞ Track and Trace
∞ Centralized stock goods
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If you need any other info, our team is at your disposal.

